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Concordia Group believes
in innovative thinking
and an open-mind in
the shipping industry.
With Concordia Group
you find a modern
and reliable partner in
shipbuilding, shipping
and offshore projects.
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Whatever the challenge,
Concordia Group will find
the best solution!

Company Profile
Concordia Group’s core business is designing and
building vessels with an innovative and economical
profile. Our designs combine our clients’ wishes with
high-level technical knowledge and our down to
earth-management allows Concordia Group to build
these vessels worldwide. They also provide turnkey
shipping projects, through vessels completely built
and managed by Concordia Group.
More than a decade of hands-on experience, solid
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knowledge base and a worldwide network of clients
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Shipbuilding
Concordia Shipbuilding is their world
famous branch for shipbuilding. It’s corebusiness is design, build and outfit several
types of vessels. In the past years Concordia
Shipbuilding specialized itself in
designing pontoons, push boats, dry cargo,
tanker, accommodation, estuary and seagoing vessels. More than 125 vessels have
been built and delivered to satisfied clients

Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding

since the foundation of the Concordia Group
in 2001.
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Shipping
Concordia Shipping, Concordia Group’s
shipping’s branch, manages a fleet of dry
cargo vessels and push boats which can
be used for various projects. The fleet is
composed by 100% owned vessels and some
others shared with specific partners.
Most ships are built recently using the latest
technology and design, all according to the
today’s safety and environmental rules.
Concordia Shipping provides its clients all
operational affairs such as crew and technical
management.
Concordia Shipping stands for client-oriented
quality, unparalleled service, flexibility and
accessibility. As an independent shipping
company they can respond fast to your needs
with effective and reliable solutions.
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They can respond fast to your needs with
effective and reliable solutions.

Shipbrokerage

Shipbroke

Concordia Group is a broker for buying and
selling ships. In our long term experience
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Offshore
Concordia Offshore is their branch that likes to work
on complex operations in the open sea. As an active
partner in Conquest Offshore they own and operate
one of the biggest Heavy Lift Crane Barges in the
world, with 1400 ton lifting capacity, named ‘Conquest
MB1’. Conquest Offshore is a joint venture with
Zwagerman Offshore Services and Jack-Up Barge.
Concordia Offshore also has a long term experience
in design, (re)building and reconversion of offshore
accommodation vessels and pontoons.
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Sea Service
Concordia Sea Service is specialized in transport
overseas, specially the transport of hulls and project
cargo all over the world. Concordia Sea Service has
a small, experienced and dedicated organization
so they can act fast, decide immediately and easily
adapt to local markets. They have a worldwide
network of local partners to ensure a quick and safe
transaction.
Concordia Sea Service can make business easy for
you and take care of the complete process involving
transport overseas, from calculations, design,
loading and sea fasting until unloading at the final
destinations.

Concordia Sea Service can make
business easy for you and take care of
the complete process.
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